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H I G H L I G H T S

� The sizes of CO2 bubbles and liquid slugs were determined under different pressures.
� An online method was used to study the bubble dissolution and mass transfer rate.
� kLa and kL increase with the increase in system pressure.
� The maximum dissolution of CO2 bubbles is linear to the liquid slug size.
� Gas absorption during bubble formation was measured.
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a b s t r a c t

Flow and mass transfer of gas-liquid slug flow under elevated pressures up to 3.0 MPa in a microchannel
are investigated with CO2-water system. The results show that the ratio of the initial bubble length to the
unit cell length is linear with the injection gas volume fraction under each pressure condition, but the
slope decreases with an increase in the system pressure. The mass transfer coefficients are calculated
with a unit cell model based on the dissolution rate of gas bubbles. Increasing pressure leads to larger
mass transfer coefficients, as well as higher amount of gas absorption during the bubble formation. But
the fraction of gas absorption during the bubble formation stage is only about 1.5�4.0% of feeding gas.
For the bubble dissolution in the main channel, the dissolution rates at different flow rates differ very
little for short contact distances from the T-junction, whereas the balance limitation of dissolution at
large contact distances only depends on the amount of liquid in a unit cell.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Microreaction technology holds great promises for process inten-
sification in diverse chemical engineering applications due to the
capabilities of providing high mass and heat transfer rate, improved
process control and overall equipment size reduction (Chen et al.,
2008; Jensen, 2001). These merits make the implementation of this
technology much safer in practice because of not only its excellent
thermal management (Chao et al., 2009, 2010), but also low material
hold-up. Moreover, the numbering-up methodology for its produc-
tion throughput increase largely reduces the time from lab research
to industrial application.

With controllable and very high specific surface area, microreac-
tors are especially suitable for multiphase processes. For gas-liquid
two-phase systems, such as absorption (Ye et al., 2013) and reaction

(Keybl and Jensen, 2011; Trachsel et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2013b),
many researches have shown that microreactors have great advan-
tages (Hessel et al., 2005). Generally, gas-liquid two-phase flow
patterns in microchannels include bubbly, slug, unstable slug, slug-
annular, annular and churn flows (Shao et al., 2009; Triplett et al.,
1999). Among these flow patterns, slug flow is the most studied one
due to its remarkable features. It is dominant under wide operating
conditions with regular dispersion of gas bubbles and liquid slugs.
The gas bubble and liquid slug move alternatively in the channel,
rendering low back mixing and narrow residence time distribution. A
large surface area, along with the inner recirculation in the liquid
slug, makes it possibly to substantially improve heat and mass
transfer processes. (Zaloha et al., 2012). Therefore, slug flow appears
to be a very promising operational mode for the intensification of
gas-liquid reactions.

Gas-liquid mass transfer within a slug flow mainly contains
two zones: (1) between bubble caps and the neighboring liquid
slugs and (2) between the bubble body and the adjacent liquid
film around the channel wall (Sobieszuk et al., 2012; van Baten
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and Krishna, 2004), as shown in Fig. 1. The first mass transfer zone
is closely related to the mixing in the liquid slug due to recircula-
tion (Zaloha et al., 2012), whereas the latter one is affected largely
by the effectiveness of the liquid film (Pohorecki, 2007). For
example, when very long bubbles are generated, the liquid film
can be easily saturated and becomes ineffective due to long gas-
liquid contact time. Mass transfer in the above two zones will
increase with increasing flow rates because of higher surface
renewal rates. As a result, the overall mass transfer performance
depends on many factors, such as bubble length, slug length and
bubble velocity, etcetera. The overall mass transfer performance is
also affected by the mixing in the liquid phase, which generally
occurs between the liquid slug and the liquid film. It favors high
bubble velocity, and can also be enhanced by channel bends and
special inner channel structures (Muradoglu, 2010; Su et al., 2009;
Zaloha et al., 2012). Up to now, many researches have been
devoted to the mass transfer characteristics of slug flow (Berčič
and Pintar, 1997; Ganapathy et al., 2013; Sobieszuk et al., 2011;
Vandu et al., 2005; Yue et al., 2009). However, the existing studies
are all under atmospheric conditions, which do not represent the
real conditions in the majority of gas-liquid reactions in the
chemical industry.

It is well known that high pressure is beneficial for gas-liquid
reactions due to the increase of gas solubility in the liquid phase
and feed throughput for the same reactor size. Many studies have
already been focused on developing applications of high-pressure
microfluidics (Keybl and Jensen, 2011; Marre et al., 2010; Trachsel
et al., 2008; Verboom, 2009). But the design is usually arbitrary.
Therefore, there is a growing need to study the transport phenom-
ena involved in gas-liquid processes in microchannels. Zhao et al.
(2013a) studied the gas-liquid flow patterns under elevated
pressures up to 5.0 MPa. They found a shift of transition line
between bubbly and slug flows to higher gas-phase Weber
number and low liquid-phase Weber number when system
pressure is elevated. Yao et al. (2014a) investigated the effect of
system pressure on gas-liquid slug flow. A strong leakage flow was
found to increase with the increase in system pressure, leading to
a bubble formation shift from the transition regime to the
squeezing regime. Apart from these studies, there is still a lack
of detailed knowledge about the transport phenomena under
different pressures in microchannels, especially concerning the
gas-liquid mass transfer characteristics.

The present work aims at improving the fundamental under-
standing into gas-liquid flow and mass transfer under elevated
pressures. Taylor flow of CO2-H2O mixture was investigated, where
flow characteristics such as bubble and slug lengths were mea-
sured by imaging method. And mass transfer information was
extracted from the dissolution of CO2 bubbles. Finally, mass
transfer coefficients and the amount of absorption during bubble
formation were calculated and compared under different system
pressures up to 3.0 MPa.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Microchannel devices

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the gas-liquid micro-
channel contactor used in this study. Gas-liquid slug flow was
generated at the T-junction and moved downstream the channel.

The contactor module was composed of transparent polyaryl sulfone
(PASF), polycarbonate (PC) and stainless steel materials. The channel
with a cross section of 600 μm�300 μm (width�depth) was fabri-
cated on a PASF substrate by using milling technology. The machined
PASF plate was covered by another smooth PASF plate. The two plates
were sandwiched by two PC plates, then by two stainless steel plates.
With steel screws, the microchannel contactor was tightly sealed so
that no leakage occurred at 5 MPa gas-tightness experiments. The
contactor houses an observation window that enabled complete
record of flow patterns in the meandering microchannel.

2.2. Experimental setup

Pure CO2 and deionized water were used as test fluids to study the
flow and mass transfer under elevated pressures. The experimental
setup was shown in Fig. 3. CO2 was provided from a cylinder and
controlled by a series of mass flow controllers with different flow
ranges (D07-7B, Beijing Seven Star Electronics, China, accuracy of 0.5%
full scale). Deionized water was pumped by a high-precision digital
piston pump (Beijing Satellite Manufacturing Factory, measurement
range: 0�5mL/min, precision: 0.3%). The system pressure was

Fig. 1. Mass transfer in the gas-liquid slug flow.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the gas-liquid microchannel contactor.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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regulated by a back pressure valve. Gas flow rates were calibrated
before experiments while the liquid flow rates were measured under
each run. The pressures at the gas phase inlet and at the gas-liquid
mixture outlet were measured with two pressure transducers, thus
the pressure drop of the flow in the channel could be determined. All
experiments were conducted under room temperature.

In the experiments, the system pressure ranged from 0.1 to
3.0 MPa. It is important to note that the gas flow rates mentioned
in this article are all based on the volumetric rates. This means that
the gas mass flow rates increase with the increase in pressure. All
the parameters defined are based on the inlet condition due to the
gas flow rates decrease in the channel through absorption.

2.3. Methodology for the determination of mass transfer coefficients

Because the system pressure is regulated by a back pressure
valve after the gas-liquid separator, the end effects cannot be
eliminated, including absorption in the inlet junction, outlet tube
and the separator. Therefore, the determination of mass transfer
performance in microchannels under elevated pressure is very
difficult by offline methods, which usually involve analyzing the
components in the outlet gas or liquid phase. In this work, the
mass transfer coefficients were calculated with an online method
developed in our previous work (Yao et al., 2014b). The slug flow
patterns were recorded by a high speed camera system. Flow
details such as gas bubble length, liquid slug length and bubble
velocity can be obtained from the captured images. Since CO2 has a
relatively large solubility in water, the detectable decrease of
bubble volume appears when bubble moves downstream the
channel. Therefore, with a unit cell model, the absorption rate
and the mass transfer coefficients were determined based on the
shrinkage of bubble length. A schematic description of the unit cell
model is shown in Fig. 4.

The model is based on the following assumptions:

1. In each unit cell, gas and liquid phases are both well mixed,
respectively.
2. Mass transfer from gas to liquid phase only happens in single
unit cell.
3. No mixing happens between different unit cells.
4. Bubble shape in the cross-section doesn't change if bubble
length is large enough

With these assumptions, when a unit cell moves forward, mass
balance of CO2 between gas phase and liquid phase in the unit cell
can be expressed as

dVB

dt
¼ dVB

dx
UB ¼ �kLaðCn�CÞVL

RT
P

ð1Þ

where VL and VB denote the volume of liquid and gas bubble in
single unit cell, UB the bubble moving velocity, C the CO2

concentration in liquid phase and kLa the liquid side volumetric
mass transfer coefficient. As indicated by Berčič and Pintar (1997))
and Yue et al. (2007), the relationship between CO2 concentration
in water and distance from the inlet junction in a microchannel is

calculated as

Cn�C ¼ ðCn�C0Þe�ðx=jLÞkLa ð2Þ
where C0 is the liquid concentration at x0 and equals 0 if x0 is at the
T-junction where gas and liquid starts to contact. jL represents the
liquid superficial velocity. The last assumption is well satisfied if
bubble length is much larger than the channel width, for example,
1.2W. Under this condition, bubble volume shrinkage can be treated
to be linear with its length reduction, thus, dVB/dx¼ABdLB/dx. Sub-
stituting this relationship and Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and replacing the
bubble velocity with the logarithm average bubble velocity, we can
obtain a solution of Eq. (1) by integrating from x0 to x as

LB ¼ LB0�
Cn�C0

UBAB
VL

RT
P

jLð1�e�ðx=jLÞkLaÞ ð3Þ

where LB denotes bubble length at a distance of x and LB0 denotes
bubble length at x0. It should be noted that when x0 equals 0, LB0 is a
virtual parameter representing length of gas bubble right at the
T-junction as there is no true complete bubble there. This approach
was reasonable for LB0 of CO2 bubble that was nearly equal to the
length of N2 bubble formed under similar flow conditions as indicated
in our previous study (Yao et al., 2014b). Eq. (3) indicates that the
relationship between bubble length and their location follows an
exponential type:

LB ¼m1þm2e�m3x ð4Þ
where

m1 ¼ LB0�
Cn�C0

UBAB
VL

RT
P

jL ð5Þ

m2 ¼
Cn�C0

UBAB
VL

RT
P

jL ð6Þ

The physical meaning of m1 is the final bubble length when the
liquid phase is saturated and the meaning of m2 is the corresponding
gas bubble length of the liquid absorption capacity in a unit cell. By
fitting the bubble length at different locations, the liquid side volu-
metric mass transfer coefficient kLa can be determined. Fig. 5 shows a
typical image of bubble shrinkage and calculation of mass transfer
coefficient with the unit cell model. Another prerequisite to use this
method is that the pressure drop should be small enough, so that the
effect on the bubble expansion is negligible. Therefore, liquid and gas
flow rates were carefully chosen to satisfy this prerequisite. More
detailed information about this online method including bubble
expansion evaluation, model description and validation can be found
in Yao et al. (2014b).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Initially generated gas bubble and liquid slug lengths

The slug flow is mainly characterized by the lengths of gas
bubbles and liquid slugs. They are very important parameters for
determining mass and heat transfer performance. The initially
generated bubble length is defined as the length of bubbles that
obtain their regular shapes right after generation. Herein in this
article, it is referred as LB1. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of initial
bubble and slug length as a function of gas-liquid flow ratio under
different system pressures. It shows that higher inlet gas flow rate
results in longer gas bubbles and shorter liquid slugs. For a given
liquid flow rate, the bubble length linearly scales with the gas flow
rate, which corresponds to the well-known Garstecki model
(Garstecki et al., 2006). On the other hand, the liquid slug length
is inversely proportional to gas flow rate. Unlike the effect of flow
rates, the effect of system pressure on the bubble and slug length
is much more complicated. In the present study, it was observedFig. 4. Schematic representation of the unit cell model.
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that increasing the system pressure generally led to a shorter
generated gas bubble, as shown in Fig. 6(a). It was different from
N2-H2O system, where an inconspicuous effect of system pressure
was observed (Yao et al., 2014a). This may result from several
reasons. Firstly, much lower CO2-H2O interfacial tension is obtained
at higher pressure (dos Santos and Levin, 2010; Nielsen et al., 2012),
which leads to a faster bubble rupture process. Secondly, gas bubble
has a larger cross-sectional area at higher pressure (Yao et al.,
2014a), resulting in smaller bubble lengths for a fixed gas bubble
volume. For CO2-H2O system, more gas was absorbed during the
bubble formation under higher pressure conditions, which will be
discussed in the following sections of the article. As a result, smaller
bubbles were generated. However, when the system pressure is
further elevated to 3.0 MPa, the effect of increase in gas density
dominates and leads to a slower bubble rupture. Therefore, bubble
length increases at 3.0 MPa. The effect of system pressure on the
liquid slug length is not obvious, since many other factors affected by
system pressure such as the liquid film thickness, leakage flow and
generation frequency, also have a large influence on the slug length
(van Steijn et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2013). The complex interaction
among these factors leads to an unclear effect of system pressure on
the slug length.

A precise prediction of bubble and slug lengths in microchan-
nels is still a difficult task despite that many efforts have been
devoted to this. In this study, the capillary number was close to
0.01, which is generally treated to be the critical value of bubble
pinch-off regime between squeezing and shearing (de Menech
et al., 2008; Garstecki et al., 2006; Guo and Chen, 2009). So the
bubble formation here is likely to be in the transition regime.
Although interfacial tension still dominates under these condi-
tions, shear stress and resistance force also play important roles in
the bubble formation process, which makes it very difficult to
predict the bubble and slug length. Thus, taking a step back to only
characterizing the volume fraction of each phase is much easier.

Here, a simple parameter LB1/(LB1þLS) is used to describe the
volume fraction. The results plotted as a function of the injection
volume fraction jG/(jGþ jL) is presented in Fig. 7, which nicely
correlates with the expression

LB1
LB1þLS

¼ β
jG

jGþ jL
ð7Þ

The constant β equals 1.051 at atmospheric pressure and decreases
with the increase of system pressure, as shown in Fig. 7(c). The result
clearly indicates that smaller gas bubbles were generated at higher
system pressure, as stated before.

3.2. Dissolution rate

Dissolution rate of gas bubbles is very important to evaluate the
reactor performance for gas absorption. Fig. 8(a) shows the
evolution of gas bubble length at five different gas flow rates.
The solid lines represent the fitted data using Eq. (4) for better
visualization. As expected, longer bubbles were obtained at larger
gas flow rates. The dissolution rate of single bubbles, however,
seemed to be insignificantly affected by gas flow rates as the
curves appeared parallel. In fact, the mass transfer rate was larger
at higher flow rates. The dissolution rate should deviate a lot if
it is plotted as a function of time. But as a function of channel
length, the amount of gas absorbed for short contact distances
(e.g.o40 mm) was very close for different conditions, as shown
in Fig. 8(b). This fact was in accordance with the findings of Zaloha
et al. (2012). They found that the product of the inner recirculation
rate inside the liquid slug and the residence time was independent
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of total superficial velocity, which means that the product of mass
transfer rate (kLa) and mass transfer time is constant. For short
contact distances, with negligible difference in the solute concen-
tration driving force, the bubble size reduction had no significant
difference. As the solute concentration in liquid phase increases
with bubbles moving further downstream, leading to a slowed-down
dissolution rate (kLa(Cn-C)), the deviation in the amount of absorbed
gas becomes larger at larger distances, as shown in Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 8(b) also shows that a larger gas flow rate leads to a smaller
LB0-LB at final stage. In fact, not only increasing gas flow rates but
also increasing liquid flow rates could result in similar phenom-
enon. The reason is that shorter liquid slugs are generated under
these conditions as discovered in previous articles (Yao et al.,
2014a, 2013). From the above analysis, one can conclude that the
amount of finally absorbed gas in single unit cell only depends on

the amount of liquid in the unit cell (Zaloha et al., 2012). The
conclusion is verified by the plotting in Fig. 9. As can be seen,
LB0-LB near the outlet at about a distance of 110 mm from the
T-junction linearly scales with the liquid slug length. A larger slug
length results in larger gas absorption due to the higher absorption
capacity. Since the bubble size LB as a function of the distance x can
be excellently described by Eq. (4), LB0-LB at infinity can be
extrapolated as m2 of which the physical meaning is the maximum
amount of gas absorption in single unit cell. Similarly, a linear
relationship between m2 and LS is obtained. A little deviation of
the data is due to other contributions from the flow of liquid
around gas bubbles and in the bubble cap zone. From Fig. 9, it can
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also be seen that for a given distance it is easier to approach the
limitation of gas absorption for flow conditions with short slugs,
which are more favorable for application design.

In this article, the effect of system pressure on the gas
dissolution rate was investigated. Fig. 10(a) shows an example
for the analysis of dissolving bubbles in the microchannel under
system pressure up to 3.0 MPa with jG¼0.232 m/s, jL¼0.116 m/s.
Despite the relatively larger deviation in the initial bubble lengths,
the effect of system pressure on the gas dissolution rate can be
roughly distinguished. That is, the dissolution rate increases with
the increase of system pressure. To clarify this effect, the dissolu-
tion rate was normalized with LB0-LB at infinity to eliminate the
distraction of initial bubble length and absorption capacity. The
results are shown in Fig. 10(b). The effect of pressure is obvious as
indicated. With gas bubbles moving downstream, LB0-LB approached
the maximum value faster at higher system pressures. It indicates
that absorption under elevated pressure would improve the reactor
performance through increasing the absorption efficiency.

3.3. Mass transfer coefficients

As stated in Section 2.3, the volumetric mass transfer coeffi-
cients kLa was obtained by fitting the bubble length with Eq. (4).
Since the specific surface area a can be calculated based on the
recorded images (Sobieszuk et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2013), liquid
side mass transfer coefficient kL was also obtained by dividing kLa
by a. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the calculated kLa under different
system pressures at liquid flow rate 1.0 and 1.25 ml/min, respec-
tively. And the corresponding values of kL are shown in Fig. 12
(a) and (b). It shows that the tendency with phase flow rates under

each pressure condition is similar. kLa increases either with
increasing gas flow rate or liquid flow rate. The effect of liquid
flow rate is larger than gas flow rate. Higher gas and liquid flow
rates both lead to larger convective recirculation inside liquid
slugs, but extra benefits for mass transfer with smaller bubble and
slugs (Berčič and Pintar, 1997; Vandu et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2014b;
Yue et al., 2009) are obtained when increasing liquid flow rates
(Yao et al., 2014a, 2013).

The results in the present study indicate a positive effect of
system pressure on the mass transfer. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12,
a clear increase of mass transfer coefficient is observed when
system pressure is elevated. As far as we know, the influence of
system pressure on mass transfer in micro/mini channels has not
been studied in literature before. But such studies in conventional
columns or tanks have already been widely reported (Benadda
et al., 1996; Letzel et al., 1999; Kojima et al., 1997; Maalej et al.,
2003, 2001). These results show that the effect of system pressure
on mass transfer is more related to the effect on the hydrody-
namics, which is also true in microchannels. As is known that gas
bubble in rectangular channels acts like a leaky piston, consider-
able amount of liquid bypasses the bubble through the channel
corners (Harris Wong et al., 1995; Fuerstman et al., 2007). There-
fore, for mass transfer in a unit cell, the mixing between the liquid
in the slug and the liquid in the film is also very important
compared to the convective mixing in the slug. Such factor some-
times may lead to a decrease in kL (Fig. 12(a)) even when gas flow
rate is increased and longer bubble is generated (Dietrich et al.,
2013; Yao et al., 2014b). When the system pressure is elevated, the
cross section of gas bubble increases, leading to less but faster-
moving liquid existing in the channel corners and around bubble
(Harris Wong et al., 1995; Yao et al., 2014a). This may be the reason
for the increase in mass transfer coefficients given by the fact that
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the gas-liquid interfacial area is larger and the mixing between the
liquid flim and the liquid slug is faster. However, as the difference
in hydrodynamics is relatively small, the enhancement of mass
transfer is also limited to a certain extent, unlike the large effect
reported in conventional tanks (Letzel et al., 1999; Kojima et al.,
1997).

For the estimation of mass transfer coefficients under different
pressures, an empirical correlation was proposed:

ShLadh ¼ 0:094Re0:0656G Re0:654L Sc1:449L Ca0:839TP ð8Þ
where all parameters are based on the inlet conditions. A total of
185 sets of experimental data were correlated with the current
T-junction microchannel. The superficial velocities were in the
range of 0.08o jGo0.51 m/s; 0.09o jL o0.19 m/s. A good predic-
tion performance is obtained, as shown in Fig. 13.

3.4. Gas absorption during bubble formation

Mass transfer during the gas bubble formation is very impor-
tant in several aspects such as reactor evaluation (Sobieszuk et al.,
2011; Yue et al., 2007), fundamental study (Ganapathy et al., 2013;
Tan et al., 2012) and new application field development (Lefortier
et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012). However, there were very few studies
focused on this area and they only emerged in the recent years.
Tan et al. (2012) measured the CO2 concentration in the gas
bubbles after the formation stage by comparing the bubble length
at this stage and at the outlet, where CO2 was assumed to be
completely exhausted and only N2 was left. They found a fraction
of about 30% of CO2 to be absorbed by NaOH solutions. A
numerical simulation of gas-liquid mass transfer during bubble
formation was conducted by Ganapathy et al. (2013). With low CO2

and NaOH concentration, the absorption fraction in the inlet

mixing region was generally smaller than 10% for various channel
diameters. It is note-worthy that their prediction showed that for a
given residence time, a smaller absorption fraction was observed
when inlet mass transfer during bubble formation was modeled
than not. It suggests the liquid side volumetric mass transfer
coefficient kLa during bubble formation may be smaller than that
during bubble flowing in the main channel.

In this work, the amount of gas absorption during bubble
formation is defined as the bubble size reduction in this duration.
By assuming that kLa during the formation stage is equal to that in
the main channel, the bubble length right at the T-junction LB0 can
be extrapolated with Eq. (4). The absorption fraction is then
calculated as

φ¼ 1�LBðx1Þ
LB0

ð9Þ

x1 ¼
UB0

f
ð10Þ

where x1 is the mass transfer distance during formation process
and φ means the fraction of gas absorbed in the feeding gas. The
calculated LB(x1) equals the initially generated bubble length LB1
determined from the captured images, but the method offers a
convenient way to predict LB1. The results are plotted in Fig. 14.
Under experimental conditions, the fraction φ varies from 1.5% to
4% of the feeding gas, which corresponded to 3% to 8% of the
absorption capacity of the feeding liquid. Our results here were
much lower than the results reported by (Tan et al., 2012), but very
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Fig. 12. The liquid side mass transfer coefficients kL under different system
pressures.
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close to the results of Ganapathy et al. (2013). In fact, φwas closely
related to three factors, mass transfer rate, gas solubility and
bubble formation period (Yao et al., 2014b). For short duration,
mass transfer during the stage can be treated as constant at the
largest transfer rate. A linear relationship was found between φ
and kLaCnt (Yao et al., 2014b). The relationship explained the
discrepancy between our results and Tan et al. (2012). Because
their formation time was 20 to 40 times larger than ours and the
chemical reaction largely enhanced the absorption rate. It also
explained the effect of system pressure on the absorption during
formation shown in Fig. 14. As mass transfer coefficients are larger
at higher pressure, φ increases with the increase in system
pressure. This also explains the fact that smaller gas bubbles are
generated at higher system pressure.

4. Conclusion

This article reports a study of gas-liquid flow and mass transfer
in a microchannel with T-junction under elevated system pres-
sures. Visualization experiments were carried out to study the
bubble and slug length and bubble size evolution along the
channel length. Mass transfer coefficients were calculated with a
unit cell model (Yao et al., 2014b), which was based on the rate of
bubble size reduction. The effect of system pressure on flow and
mass transfer was investigated. The findings can be served as
guidance in designing high pressure gas-liquid microreactors.

It has been found that increasing the system pressure of CO2-
water tends to generate smaller gas bubbles while the effect on
liquid slug is not obvious. However, the ratio of bubble length to
unit cell length decreases with the increase in system pressure for
a given injection volume fraction. It corresponds with previous
results that the bubble cross-sectional area is increased when
system pressure is elevated (Yao et al., 2014a). Another contribu-
tion to this fact is that more gas was absorbed during bubble
formation at higher system pressure. The fraction of gas absorbed
during the bubble formation only accounts for 1.5% to 4.0% of the
inlet feeding gas phase. The bubble size reduction was used to
evaluate the mass transfer. At a constant system pressure, the
difference in the reduction rate varies very little for short contact
distances. But the final reduction of the bubble size only depends
on the liquid amount in single unit cell, resulting in lower gas
bubble dissolution rate with shorter liquid slugs. For various
system pressures, a significant influence of system pressure was
observed. Higher mass transfer coefficients were obtained when
system pressure was elevated. An empirical correlation was
proposed to estimate the liquid-phase volumetric mass transfer
coefficient under experimental conditions with good fitting per-
formance. This article only presents experimental results and
further studies that explore more fundamental transport behavior
will be required.

Nomenclature

a specific surface area, m2/m3

A cross-sectional area, m2

C CO2 concentration in water, mol/L
Cn physical solubility of CO2 in water, mol/L
CaTP two phase capillary number defined by (¼ μLjTP=σL),

dimensionless
DH Hydrodynamic diameter, μm
f Bubble formation frequency, Hz
j superficial velocity, m/s
kL liquid side mass transfer coefficient, m/s
kLa liquid side volumetric mass transfer coefficient, s�1

m parameters in Eq.(4)
t time, s
L length
P pressure
Pa atmospheric pressure
Q flow rates, mL/min
R gas constant, 8.3145 J/(K �mol)
ReG superficial gas Reynolds number defined by (¼DHjGρG/μG)
ReL superficial liquid Reynolds number defined by (¼DHjLρL/

μL)
ScL liquid Schmidt number defined by (¼μL/ρLD)
ShL liquid Sherwood number defined by (¼kLDH/D)
T temperature, K
U velocity, m/s
V volume, mL
W channel width
x distance from the T-junction, mm

Subscripts

B bubble
B0 extrapolated bubble length at the T-junction.
B1 the initial generated bubble
G gas
L liquid
S liquid slug
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